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The hyper-netted chain approximation proposed in I is reformulated. The formulae in 
this approximation are rederived for the free energy, chemical potential and pair distribution 
function .. The pair distribution function in our approximation is shown to satisfy a new 
integral equation, which is compared with the Yvon, Born and Green one. Variational 
principle for our approximation is given. 

Errata for I and II are given as appendix. 

§ 1. Introduction 

The HNC (hyper· netted chain) approximation is proposed in I,t) so that we 
may theoretically approach to the behaviors of fluids of not too small densities by 
starting with the Mayer virial expansion formulae. In this approximation, we try 
to consider all the graphs ~hich can be summed up by means of sequences of the 
Fourier transformation. These graphs are considered to be those which can be 
reduced to a line or a ring by a sequence of 'identifications' . * In I, we have 
grouped the graphs by. the' times of identifications '* by which a graph is reduced 
to a line or a ring. The author regrets the fact that he committed errors in the 
calculations in I and II,2) in which some graphs which should have been included 
were neglected. The errata· for I and II will be· given· in the Appendix. The 
correct results were reported in the preliminary report.3

) 

In this paper, we will rdormulate the hyper-netted chain approximation In a 
more refined form than in I. 

* The terminology will follow that in 1. Some important words to be explained are as follows: 
A 'propagation' is a part of graph which is connected to another part of the graph by just 

two points. The corresponding factor is called ·propagator'. 
A 'junction' is a point where three or more lines meet. 
Two or more propagations with the same endpoints are called 'identifiable' if they have no 

junctions midway. 'Identification' is the process of replacing two or more identifiable propagations 
by a line. 

'Times of identification' are counted by carrying identifications on every identifiable parts on 
a graph at the same time. 

The notation is somewhat changed. f(O)(r),F(O)(k),f(r),~(k),l)(r), and .p(k) in I are written 
as b(r), B(k), z(r), Z(k), zs(r) and Zs(k), respectively, in this paper. 
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830 T. Morita 

The Mayer virial expansion formulae in which we are interested are as follows: 
1a. The free energy A :4) 

A pIn ( h
2 

)S/2~~+ __ _ 
2mnkT e Vl?-T ' 

(1) 
VkT 

A' (2) 
kT 

Sum over all products which are more than singly connected. 

1b. The chemical potential f1-:* 

p (h2 )S/2 pi 
kT = In 27rmkT ,0+- kT ' (3) 

p' J 00 ,ok IJ J ---=,0 dr2 bI2 +:8 -~ '" dr2 ···drk +1 ~ II b,ijbll • 
kT k=2 k! k+l~i>,1~2 

(4) 
k+ 1;:;;:1~2 

Sum over all products for which each particle of the set 
{r2' . ", rk+1} is connected to r l by at least two independent 
paths and also the particles {r2' "', rk+l} are connected with 
each other independently of r l . 

lc. The pair distribution function g (r) or the potential of average force In g (r) .5) 

lng (r) = - ~kC:;: +w (r), (5) 

00 ,om II J w(rI2) = ~ -~ .. , drs···drm +2 ~ II bijbkX , 
m=l m! m,+2~i>j~S 

m+2~k;;;;'3 

(6) 

2~')t~1 

Sum over all products for which each particle of the set {rs, 
"', rm +2} is connected r l and r 2 by an independent path and 
also the particles {rs, ''', r m +2} are connected with each other 
independently of r 1 and r 2 • 

where 

bij = b (rij) = exp {- ~ (rij) / kT} -1, 

~ (r) being the intermolecular potential. 
Mayer4

) introduced graphs to illustrate the integrals in the sums of the right
hand side of (2), (4) and (6). In our development, it is convenient to use the 
graphicat representation of the integrands and integral of (2), (4) and (6) sys
tematically. So we use the graphs as the symbols for products or integrals. We 
start with definition of the symbolical representations in § 2 and go forth with the 
thorough use of the symbolical methods. 

In § 3 the hyper-netted chains which satisfy a set of equations are defined. 
In § 4 the formulae for the free energy, chemical potential and pair distribution 
function in terms of the hyper-netted chains are obtained in the HNC approxima-

00 

* -p.'/kT is equal to -lnr= 2J (9kpk in Mayer's textbook.4 ) 
k=l 
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Theory of Classical Fluids: Hyper-Netted Chain Approximation. III 831 

tion. The expansion formulae for the free energy, chemical potential and palr 
distribution function in terms of the hyper-netted chains are given in § 5. The 
variational principle for the free energy in the HNC approximation is given in 
§ 6. By using this variational principle, we calculate in § 7 the expressions for 
the pressure and internal energy in the HNC approximation. The set of equa
tions for the pair distribution function in the HNC approximation is compared 
with that of Yvon, Born and Green in § 8. 

Discussions are given only for a one-component system. 

§ 2. Definitions of graphs 

2a. Product II bii is expressed by a graph which consists of n white circles with 
n:2i>j:21 

subscripts 1, 2, "', n; 0 1, O 2, "', On; and lines connecting 0 1 and OJ correspond-
ing to the appearance of factors bij in the product, where the line is attached by 
letter B, specifying that the factor is b(r). In case where another factor appears, 
a corresponding letter will be attached. For instance, 

B B B 
b12-== 0---0 b12 b23:::::::. o------<o~---o 

1 2 1 2 3 

and 

and so on. 
2b. In order to express the integrals in (2), (4) and (6), we introduce a symbol 
expressing 

pm If. .. r drn _ m +1··· drn n bi)' 

J J J n~i>j~l 

It is the graph obtained from the graph expressing IT bij by replacing the white 
n:2i>j:21 

circles On-m+1, "', On by the black circles 8 n - m +h "', .n: a black circle means 
that an integration is to be taken over the coordinate. For instance, 

pSdr1 b12:=- • 
B 

p2 J J drl dr2 b12-== • 
B 

0 • 
1 2 1 2 

p2 J J dr2 dr3 b12 b23 b34 -::::= ~ 
B B B 

• • 0 

1 2 3 4 
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832 T. Morita 

and so on. 
Now, we write the formulae (2), (4) and (6) as follows: 

-A'jkT=~. B • + ±~ {Sum of all the topologically different 
2 1· 2 n=3 n! 

graphs which consist of 8 1 , 8 2 , "', en and some 
which are more than singly connected.} 

B 00 1 
-p'jkT= 0 • + ~ -k' {Sum of all the topologically 

B and 
(2') 

different 
1 2 k=2 • 

graphs which consist of 0 1 , 8 2 , -3, "', 8 k+l and some _B __ 
and for which each black circle is connected to 0 1 by at least 
two independent paths and the black circles are connected to 
each other independently of 01'} (4') 

ex> 1 
w (r12) = ~ ~- {Sum of all the topologically 

m=1 m! 
different graphs which 

B 
consist of 0 1 , O2 , e 3 , 8 4 , "', 8 m +2 and some and in 
which each black circle is connected to 0 1 and O2 by an inde
pendent path and the black circles are connected to each other 

independently of 0 1 and O 2 ; where B directly connecting 
0 1 and O 2 is not allowed.} (6') 

2c. In the sums in (2'), (4') and (6') appear many graphs which are different 
only in the numbers attached to the black circles: they are, of course, of the same 
contributions to (2'), (4') and (6') ; e.g., 

:[]: 
1 B 4 

We now define the graph with black circles without subscripts. It represents the 
sum of the graphs, with black circles with subscripts, which are topologically different 
from each other only in the numbering of the black circles, divided by the factorial 
of the number of. the black circles. So that, e.g., 

B 2 B 3 

l~~f ;0: BOB 3\ 1 BOB - + B B + 
1 B 1 B 4 1, B 3 1 B 4 

1 ~U: - -
< 2 

1 B 4 
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Theory of Classical Fluids: Hyper-1Vetted Chain Approximation. III 833 

Then, (2'), (4') and (6') are written in terms of these graphs as 

-A'/kT= e" B a + Sum of all the topologically different graphs which 

consist of three or more black circles without subscript and 
B some and which are more than singly connected. (2") 

-p'/kT= ')d B .. +Sum of all the topologically different graphs which 

consIst of one white circle and two or more black circles without 

subscript and some B and for which each black circle is 

connected to the white circle by at least two independent paths 

and the black circles are connected to each other independently 

of the white circle. (4") 

w (r12) =Sum of all the topologically different graphs which consist of 

two white circles 0 1 and O2 and one or more black circles and 
B some --- and for which each black circle is connected to 0 1 

and O 2 by an independent path and the black circles are con-
. B 

nected to each other independently of 0 1 and O2 , where --' --

directly connecting 01 and 02 is not allowed. (6") 

Given a graph with black circles with subscript, the number of corresponding 
graphs topologically different only in the numbering of the black circles is equal 
to the factorial of the number of black circles in the rgraph divided by the number 
of symmetry of the corresponding graph with black circles without subscript. As 
the consequence, a graph with black circles without subscript expresses an integral 
of the type: ' . 

pm . r r. .. r drn-m+l"' .drn n btj • 

The number of symmetry of the graph J J J n~i>j~l 
with black circles without subscript. 

That IS, e.g., 

= 

./{!:}B 
1 2 

B B 

and so on. 

1 
2X4 

:OB ~ 
1 B 4 

= ~'1~2 
~. 

4 

= 
1 

2X3! 
\ . 
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S34 T. Morita 

§ 3. The hYlPer~netted chains 

The hyper-netted chain approximation is introduced as the approximation in 
which all those graphs are considered, which are reducible to a line by a Eequence 
of identifications. Then, these graphs are considered to be constructed of propaga
tions which are reducible to a line by identifications. We group these propagations 
into two classes, which will be called 'hyper-netted chain Z' and 'hyper-netted 
chain Zs '. To define these, we define an ' s-point' as a point which must be passed 
to go from an end of a propagation to another end. 

The hyper-netted chain Z is the total of the propagations which are reducible 
to a line by identifications and which have no s-point. The corresponding propa
gators are z(r) and Z(k).* 

The hyper-netted chain Zs is the total of the propagations which are reducible 
to a line by identifications and which have at least one s-point. The corresponding 
propagators are z s (r) and Zs (k) . 

According to the definitions, the structure of Z and Zs are of the form: 

Zs o 
2 
~ 
1 2 + -:-

(7f) 

where we have grouped the graphs III Zs together according to the number of s
points, and 

+ + 

+ + 

1 

B~Z8 
2 

1 

Z{~Z8 
2 

+ .... 

+ ., .. 

(Sf) 

where we have grouped the graphs in Z together according to the number of 

propagations in which the propagation separates when we erase the endpoints. 
01 

Z I is the sum of all topologically different graphs of the type of (8f) and each 
0 2 

graph is equal to a graph with black circles with subscript divided by the number 

* Z(k) and ZsCk) are Fourier transforms of z(r) and zs(r), respectively. That is, e. g., 

Z(k) = I drz(r) exp(ik·r). 
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Theory of Classical Fluids: Hyper-Netted Chain Approximation. III S35 

of symmetry. The number of symmetry is equal to the product of the numbers 
of symmetry of each edge and the number of symmetry of the graph as a 
whole. Then (Sf) can be written as 

1 00 In' 1 ( nff 1 J I n(£) 
II 1 1 1. 1 { I f ,,-, Zs'<Zs"<" <Z8"'** n'! { I .} nil! \ I} n"'! \ I j 
Z = B +1 2J 2J:E ... :E - Z; '~-' Z~' "'-- Zit) 

2 2 n=nl+nll+ ... +nCl)· 2 2 2 

111 
+B 1-zs 

2 2 
1 1 1 1 

::::JlBI+1lJ ±~{ 2J Iz~}n +BI-z] 
n=l n! Z's 1 

2 2 2 2-

II· II II II =iB+l}~~!{Zsr+B -Zs, 
2 2 2 2 

(S£') 

so that 

z(r) = {b(r) +l}ezs(r)-l-zs(r). (S) 

In the graphical equation (8f'), Z~, Z~', "', Z8(') means a graph belonging to the 
hyper-netted chain Z8' Note here that the inverse of the number of symmetry of 

1 

each edge is included 10 the respective Iz~ On the other hand, (7£) IS m its 

2 
explicit form, 

Zs(k)- pZ(k)2 . 
I-pZ(k) 

(7) 

This set of equations, (7) and (S), determines z(r) and zs(r). 

§ 4. Formulae in the HNC approximation 

We calculate the sums of the graphs which are reducible to a line or a ring 
by identifications, in (2/1), (4") and (6"). We consider first (6") and then (4/1) 
and (2/1). 
4a. The potential of average force 

The total of the graphs which connect r 1 and r 2 and which can be reduced 
to a line by identifications are Z and Z8' In (6/1), we have only to consider the 

* The inequalities mean that the sum is taken over all those sets {Zs'. Z8", .... , Zs<!)} for 
which Zs', .... , Zs<!) are different from each other, in the way as to consider every set only once. 
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836 T. Morita 

. graphs III which the black circles are connected independently of Tl and T 2• The 
graphs in Z are not of such nature. The graphs to be considered are those of Z,~ 
and we get 

w (r) HNO=zSCr). (9) 

Now, we note that the set of equations (7) and (8) is just the set of equations 
which determines the pair distribution function in the HNC approximation. 
4b. The chemical potential 

After a sequence of identifications except the point Th any graph which IS 

reducible to a line or a ring is reduced to one of the graphs in Fig. 1. 

I 
la Ib 

<)0 
Ie 

Fig. 1. 

Id 

. . . .. 

The graphs which are reduced to the form of Figs. la, lb, Ic, '" by identifica
tions have the structure of Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, "', respectively. (While the converse 
is not true.) Then, the contribution to be calculated is the sum of the contri-

zl BOZ' - z'Oz, ~ V 0 ~ 

Z Z Z Z • • • • 

2a 2b 2e 2d 

Fig. 2' 

butions of graphs in Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c, .", subtracted by the contributions of the 
graphs which are not reduced to Figs. la, lb, ... among those of Figs. 2a, 2b, "', 
respectively. These graphs to be subtracted in Fig. 2a are those in which the 
times of identification to reduce to a line are larger for one of Zs constructing Z 
than for the other Zs (d. (8f», i.e., 

~ ~('t+S) Z/OZ~ -BOZs. 
ZI Zs' . 

Here, ~(h+S) means that the sum over is taken over Z~ for which the times of 
ZSI 

identification to reduce to a line is the same or larger than Z' in the first sum; 
• • Z' I means a graph belonging to the set Z I. Such graphs in Figs. 2b,2c, "', 
0, 0 . '. 

are those in which the times of identification. to reduce to a line i,s larger for an 
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Theory of Classical Fluids: Hyper-Netted Chain Approximation. III 837 

edge Z atta.ched to r 1 than the other edges of Zs, that is 

2J 2j<l,} ZIOZ~==2J :2J:(l) ZIOZ~ 
Zs' z' . ,z' Zs' . 

Here, (I) on 2j(l) means the lower; d. above ~(h+S). As the consequence, the 
Zs' z.<;' 

contribution to be subtracted is 

2J 2JZ/Oz~ -BO' Z:S=ZOZs-BO' Zo z' Zs' ~. 

Then, the contribution to be calculated is 

z 
(_L) =zI-BOZs-ZsOZs+i\!z +~+ zMz + ... 

kTHNO. M ~Z . - Z ' 

(10 f) 

or explicitly 

(- :~ )HNO = i dr {pz(r) -pb(r)zs(r) - ~ zs(r)2} + ~ {zs(O) -p J drz(r)2} 

- J dr{pz(r)zs(r) -pb(r)zs(r)} 

=pZ(O) +~zs(O) -L r dr{z(r) +zs(r)}2. 
2 2 J 

(10) 

4c. The free energy 
After a sequence of identifications, any.of the graphs to be considered is reduced 

to one of the forms in Fig. 3. The graphs which reduce to the form of Figs. 

o o . ., . . 
3a 3b 3c 3d 

Fig. 3. 

3a, 3b, 3c, "', by identifications have~ the structure of Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, "', respec
tively. (While the converse is not t!ue again.) Then, the. contribution to be 
calculated is the sum of the contributions of Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, "', subtracted by the 
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.838 T. Morita 

4a 4b 4c 4d 

Fig. 4. 

contributions of the graphs which do not reduce to Figs. 3a, 3b, 3c, "', among 
those of Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, "', respectively. These graphs in Fig. 4a are those in 
which the times of identification to reduce to a line is larger for one of Zs con
structing Z than for the other Zs (cf. Eq. (8f», that is, 

2.J ~(h+S) z'Oz~-ZsOB , 
z, Zs' 

o 0 

where Z' I means a graph belonging to Z I. These graphs in Figs. 4b, 4c, "', are 
o 0 

those in which the times of identification to reduce to a line is larger for an edge 
Z than the other edges. That is, 

:s 2J(lt) Z' 0 z~= ~ 2Jlt
) Z' 0 Z~·. 

ZS' ZI ZI ZS' 

Then, the contribu~ion to be subtracted is from the graph: 

2J 2JZIOZs-ZsOB zOZs-ZsOB .. 
Z' Zs' .-

As the consequence, the contribution to be calculated is 

+zO+/0z+ ... 
z z 

(11 f) 

or explicitly 

( A') =LZ(O) +_1_ ~ {-In(l-PZ(k)) -pZ(k) _~p2Z(k)2} 
VkT HNG 2 2 V k 2 

- :2 f drzs(r)2- ~2 f drz(r)zs(r) 

=£Z(O) +_1_ ~ {-In(l-pZ(k)) -pZ(k) -£CZ(k) +ZS(k)J2}. (11) 
2 2V k 2 
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Theory of Classical Fluids: Hyper-Netted Chain Approximation. III 839 

§ 5. Expansion formulae in terms of the hyper-netted chains* 

In the previous section, we have summed up the contribution of the graphs 
which can be reduced to a line or a ring by identifications. Here we turn to the 
graphs which cannot be reduced to a line or a ring. These contributions will be 
collected according to the graphs of junctions which are obtained after possible 
identifications. Then, the expansion formulae (2), (4) and (6) reduce to the form: 

A' I A' ) 
VkT --\ VkT HNO 

AI! 

VkT 
(12) 

p' _ (p') pP 
- kT - - kT HNO - kT ' (13) 

w (r) =w (r) HNO+W" (r), (14) 

where -A"/VkT, -p"/kT and w" (r) are equal to the right-hand sides of (2), 
(4) and (6) respectively if we replace all the bij there~by z (rij) + Zs (ri) and if we 
add a restriction about the sum by that in the graphs all the coordinates are junc
tions except for 1 and 2 for wI! (r12) and 1 for p" and there are no identifiable 
parts. 

§ 6. Variational principle for the HNe approximation 

The formulae for the free energy in the HNC approximation (11) is written 
by the use of (8), as 

_(. A') =Lldr{[b(r)+I]eZsCrl-l-zs(r)} 
NkT HNO 2 J 

+_1_ 2j {-In(I-,oZ(k)) -pZ(k) -L[Z(k) +ZS(k)]2}. (15) 
2,oV h 2 

Now it is seen that the set of eq~ations (7) and (8) which determines z (r) and 
zs(r) is obtained by the variational principle which makes the value of the right
hand side of (15) stationary; the variation about z (r) and Zs (r) gives us 

o( A') =L r drozs(r) {[b(r) +1]eZs(r)-I-zs (r) -z(r)} 
NkT HNO 2 J 

+_,0_ 2.J oZ (k) { ,oZ (k) 2 

2V k I-,oZ(k) 

The condition of extremum is (7) and (8). 

(16) 

If we have some suitable approximate functional forms with several parameters 
for z (r) and zs(r) in such a form as the integrations in (15) are easily performed, 
we will be able to get an approximation for the free energy in the HNC approxi-

* Cf. T, § 4; II, § 5 and II, Appendix II. 
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840 T. Morita 

mation by introducing these in z (1') and zs(r) in the right-hand side and deter
mining the parameters in the way to make it stationary. 

§ 7. Equation of state 

Pressure is obtained from the knowledges of the free energy and the chemical 
potential: 

p - ,op A p' (17) 
kT kT VkT ,0+ kT 

~= pp' _ A' ( p' ) ,oIl" A" (17') 
kT kT VkT kT HNO+ kT - VkT 

( P') _ ( ,oIl' ) ( 
kT RNO kT RNO 

A' ) 
VkT RNG 

=_Lz(o) +_1_2.i {-In(l-pZ(k)) -p[Z(k) +Zs(k)] 
2 2V k 

+ j~ [Z (k) + Zs (k) ]2} . (18) 

This formula is easily obtained also by directly differentiating the formula for the 
free energy (15) with respect to V with the consideration that the right-hand side 
of (16) is zero and so the V dependences of z (1') and zs(r) need not be considered. 

On the other hand, the pressure is calculated by the equation 

p' = -LJdr g (1') d~ (1') r. 
6 dr 

(19) 

Then we can calculate the pressure by approximating g (r) in this formula by 
g (r) UNO given by (5) and (9) : 

P'nNO= _L r dr r d~ (r) 
6 J . dr 

(20) 

The direct confirmation of the identity of (18) and (20) is obtained by integrating 

(18) partially. * 

* (18) with Z(O) replaced by r dr z(r) has the form 

14nr2drfr(r) + 8~3 I4nk2 dk-r(k). 
o 0 

This is partially integrated as 

4n 100 4n 00) dfJ'(r) 1 lao 1 co) d-r(k) -r3fJ'(r) -- r 3dr--+-k3,(k) -- k3dk--. 
3 r=O 3 dr 6n2 k=) 6n2 dk 

o 0 

This partial integration applied to (18) leads to(20). 
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Theory of Classical Fluids: Hyper-1Vetted Chain Approximation. III 84J 

Anoth~r proof of the identity of (18) and (20) is obtained by confirming that 

Lg(r) =L[b(r) +IJezs<r·) = a [A/VJHNc (21) 
2 RNC 2 J¢(r) , 

which is easily proved by using (15) A' and noticing that the variations with 
respect to z(r) and zs(r) need not be considered. Then, that (19) with g(r) 

substituted by g(r)HNC is equal to aA'RNc/aV is the consequence of Hiroike's 
work.6

) 

Now, we have two formulae for the pressure, then we have two equivalent 
formulae also for the free energy and the chemical potential, for instance, 

( A') _ ( p' ) ( P p.' ) 
VkT RNC kT RNC kT RNC 

= (PI) +p2Z(0) + Lzs(O) _L r dr[z(r) +zs(r)J2; (22) 
kT RNC 2 2 J 

p' HNC/kT is to be substituted either by (18) or by (20): 
The formula for the internal energy is obtained as 

E 3 E' 
-=-kT+-
N 2 N 

(~) RNC a(l~kT) ( A') =-fdr ab(r) ezs<r")=ldr¢(r)e-<I>Cr)/kT+zs<r> 
NkT HNe a (l/kT) J 

f' 

= Jdr¢(r) [g(r)JHNC , (23) 

which is the one to be obtained. 

§ 8. The relation with the Born and Green integral equation 

We will compare our set of equations (7) and (8) with the Born and Green 
integral equation for the pair distribution function. 

As stated in IIIa,3) our set of equations reduces to 

pc2 B(k)2 
I-pcB(k) , 

(24) 

if we neglect the second and higher powers of zs(r) in (8) and approximate zs(r) 

by a suitable mean value 

(25) 

This is just the linearized Born and Green integral equation.7
) 

Now, to make comparison of our set of equations with the non-linearized 
Born-Green integral equation, we will rewrite (7) and (8) : (7) is rewritten as 

Zs(k) =pZ(k) {Z(k) +Zs(k)} .. . (26) 
~ _ _ _ _'., 1 

This IS in the coordinate representation 
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842 T. Morita 

zS(rI2) =p ,f d r3z (rI3) {z (r32) +zS(r32)}' 

Using the bipolar coordinate and introducing (8), we have 

CD 

rzs (r) = 27Tp .\' sds {b (1') ezs(r) +ezs(r) -1- Zs (r)} 
o 

3 xl (1'+t)dt{b([1'+t[)e zs (/r+t/)+e zs(/r+tD-1}. 
-s 

By the partial integration, it is 
CD 

(' { db(s) dzr.;(s) } 1'zs (1') =7rp J ds ds eZS(S) + ds [(b (s) + 1) e"s(s) -lJ 
o 

s 

X J (t 2
_S

2) (r+t)dt{(b([r+t[) +1) e zs(lr+t l)_l}. 
-3 

This is the Born-Green integral equation7
) if we neglect 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

_((ZS(~[(b(s) +1) e zs(s)-lJ= dzs(s) [z(s) +zs(s)J 
ds ds 

dzs (s) [g (s) -1 ]RNC 

ds 

compared with 

db (s) "s(s) _ 1 ---e -----
ds kT 

d~(s) [ ] 
ds g (s) RNC-

At low densities, the variation of zs(r) is expected to be small compared with 
that of -~(s)/kT and this neglect will be allowed. However, the situation will 
be different at high densities where the neglect will not be justified and the author 
expect that our set of equations gives a better result in this region. * 

§ 9. Conclusion 

It has been shown that the free energy and the chemical potential in the HNC 
approximation are functional of the pair distribution function in that approximation 
and the latter satisfies a new integral equation, in which more graphs are considered 
correctly than in the case of Yvon, Born and Green, hence it is expected to give 
'better results for the pair distribution function. * Moreover, our integral equation 
has an analytically simpler form and seems to be suited for numerical computations, 

Acknowledgement 
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* If we consider the expansion formula for dg(r) fdr, we find that more graphs are taken 
account of in our formula than in the Born-Green one. On this point, we are arguing that our 
formula is better than that of Born and Green. 
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Errata 

Theory of Classical Fluids: Hyper-Netted Chain Approximation. I and II 
Tohru MORITA 

Prog. Theor. Phys. 20 (1958), 920; 21 (1959), 361. 

As is briefly reported in the preliminary report,3) the author erroneously neglected in I and 
II some graphs which were to be included in the HNC approximation. The corrections to be made 
when we include these graphs are as follows: 

Errata for Part 1 

Fig. 11 is to be replaced by 

c~c, c®c, · ... . . 

B,$c, B,®C, · . . .. 

c,$c, c$c, · .. .. . 
~ 

v 

D" 
'-..... _-....... v 

j 

D' 
/ ~--~------~ 

D 

Fig. 11. D, DI, D" - watermelons of C 

Eg. (21), the propagation by means of D, is to be replaced by 

f(2) (r) ={fW (r) +h CO) (r) +1} exp {.dh<1l (r)}-l-h<l) (r). 

Eg. (17), the contribution of DII to -AljNkT, is to be replaced by 

( -~) =L r dr { [f(1) (r) + h (0) (r) + 1] [eM (1) (~') -1- .dh (I) (r)] - ~ [.dh (1) (r) p}. 
NkT n" 2 J 2 

The last term of (17/), --f- )dr[.dh(1) (r)]2, is to be replaced by 

P \. -4 J dr [hO) (r)2-h(0) (r)2]. 
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and 

T. Morita 

The last integral of (24), -+ J dr [.dh (n-l) (r»)2, is to be replaced by 

-+ J dr { [hen-I) (r»)2- [h(n-2) (r)]2}. 

P J P r n-1 . The last row of Eq. (27), -- dr fen) (r) f(n-l) (r) -- \ dr 2J [.dh(s) (r)]2, IS to be replaced by 
2 4.J 8=0 

p' n 
The last term of Eq. (28), -- \ dr 2J [.dh (s) (r)]2, is to be replaced by 

4 J 8=0 

P \ 00 
The last term of Eq. (29), -4 J dr8~0[.dh(s)(r)]2, is to be replaced by 

-+ J dr h (r)2. 

The second rows of formulae (30) and (30') are to be replaced by 

f(n+1> (r) = [fCn) (r) +h(n-I) (r) +1] exp{.dh(n) (r) }-I-h(n) (r) 

} (1'+1) (r) = r fCn) (r) +h(n-I) (r) +1] exp{.dhCn) (r)} -1-h<n) (r), 

respecti vely. 

The last term of Eq. (29/), trp J r2drS~1) [.dh Cs ) (r)]2, is to be replaced by 
o 

ro 

7rp J r2drh(r)2. 
o 

The restrictions for the products which are to be summed in Eqs. (36), (37) and the cor
responding formula for Ing(r12) in p. 934 are to be added by that 'which have no identifiable parts'. ~ 

The second row of Eq. (48) is to be replaced by 

f Cn+l) (r) = [fCn) (r) +h(n-l) (r) +1] exp{.dh(n) (r)} -1-h<n) (r), n> 1. 

The set of graphs which gives the d, d' and d" in Fig. 16 is to be replaced by that which is 
obtained from Fig. 11 given above by replacing the large letters Band C by the small letters b 
and c. 

Errata for Part 11 

In 7-8 rows from the bottom of p. 365, the sentence: 
"the watermelons of C are represented by Fig. 4 if we replace the letters Band C by C and 
D respectively." 

is to be replaced by 
"the watermelons of C are represented by Fig. 5'. " 

and Fig. 5' is to be drawn which is equal to Fig: 11 of Part I given just above, if we have added 
Greek letters ),I and ),I' on upper and lower vertices respectively of each graph of Fig. 11. 

The last term of (17). -:-+.1 dr [.dh~;\ (r)] 2, is to be replaced by 

- J drh~~~(r).dh~~),(r) -+ J dr[.dh~~~(r»)2 or -+ J dr[h~~Hr)2-h~~),(r)2]. 

The last term of . (18), ~+) dr [Jh~~,l) (r)] 2, is to be replaced by 
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-+ I dr [h~~,l) (r)2_h~~,2) (r)2]. 

The last term of (21), -~ r d/~\dh~~~(r»)2, is to be replaced by 
2 J 8=0 

-+) drh~~,1)(r)2. 
The last term of (22), -~ r dr iJ [.dh~~, (r)] 2, is to be replaced by 

2 J 8=0 

-+ 1 drh~~)(r)2. 
The last term of (23), _~r dr~ [.dh~tHr)]2, is to be replaced by 

2 J 8=0 

--.!- r dr h '(r)2 2 J '&Ill • 

The second row of (24) is to be replaced by 

f~~/l\r) = [f~~) (r) +h~~,l) (r) +1] exp [.dh~~) (r)] -l-h~~} (r). 

To the restriction for the products which are to be summed in Eqs. (44), (45) and (A·l0) is 
added 'which have no identifiable parts'. 

The second row of (50) is to be replaced by 

f~~tl)(r) = [j~~~(r) +h~~,l)(r) +1] exp[.dh~~~(r)] -l-h~~}(r), n~l. 
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